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Data Sheet GB 361 - Suspended sliding door type HST2 Woodline

Product description:

clear width between the
supports max = 2075
(gives max. passage = 2000)

Gate frame welded from 60x40
mm
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clear width between the
supports max = 2075
(gives max. passage. = 2000)

Urbane Systeme
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beam
rotection plate
double wall fastening sleeve

Detail B

double roller pair
Rail
Closing bracket
Gate leaf

Cross Ground
clearance: approx.50

Handle height = 1050

Max. gate leaf height = 2400
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Cutaway A-A

Double rail from C-profile
galvanised
Galvanised folded protection
plate
Top double roller pair, galvanised
in the rail for a max. load of 180 kg
Bottom maintenance-free guide
from polyamide guide rollers
Guide roller over facing
Lock striker plate bolted onto
closing bracket with A2 throughbolt joint
Aluminium fittings
Handle can be moved on both
sides
Mortise lock prepared for profile
cylinder provided by the customer
For options see data sheet 342
Optional: Fixed or moving ball
handle
Optional: Double lock, Panic lock

Detail D

B

Optional gate fillers:
- Woodline (as shown)
- Trespa Meteon
- Perforated metal sheets
- Climbing mats

Mortise lock
Detail C

Gate leaf
Closing bracket
double gate guide

Optional: Triangular refuse key 8
mm, Triangular fire brigade key
15 mm
Optional: Finger protection

Handle
Lock striker plate
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Max. element height: 2400
Max. element width: 2160
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